Historical Context

September 15, 2015

The first School Board presentation and discussion regarding a 1:1 computer program
Learning Management System

A Learning Management System (LMS) will be explored as a solution to organize our digital learning environment.

A quality LMS also acts as a parent communications tool.

Research tells us that a LMS is critical if a 1:1 computer implementation is to increase learning.
Collaboration Along the Way
Research in the effective use of technology to enhance learning and improve instruction.

- Student Learning / Technology / CTE

Asset management systems.
- Finance / Student Learning / CTE / Technology

Software and hardware selection processes.
- Technology / Student Learning / Finance

Professional development.
- Student Learning / Technology / Human Resources
Professional Development

Community Engagement

Student Learning

Collaboration and Support

Rollout Progress
Professional Development

“Jeremy, I tried the speaker and the ActionTec today, they both worked great. I loved walking around while I did my PowerPoint!”

Beth Pieren
2nd Grade Teacher
Waller Road Elementary
Professional Learning

“I cannot wait to see what the future holds.”

Becky Core
4th Grade Teacher
Spinning Elementary

“Super simple! I’m so thankful for this new technology. It’s going to make me a better teacher!”

Zayna Salloum
5th Grade Teacher
Carson Elementary
Community Engagement

Over 40 PTSA / PTO / Booster Club Presentations

Our team has been at dozens of Back-To-School Nights, Orientations, Regional Informational Nights, and Registration Nights

Our team has had thousands of conversations with parents over the past two years
Parent Tools

The Puyallup Protection Plan is purchased by 67% of families.

EdTec HelpDesk open late the first 2 weeks of school.
Students

Dror Tzairi  Fri Sep 28, 2018 at 10:01 am
This year the district is smarter than us
Like · Reply
Collaboration with Food Service

The Library and Technology Para Educators work with students to fix most issues.

When a computer needs more “care”, our computers ride with school lunches between the school and EdTec.
Partnerships
Rollout Progress
Secondary Schools

Student 1:1 Computers in Grades 7 - 12

Year: 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20
Student 1:1 Computers
Preparations for Fall of 2019
Running Start Students

The PSD treats our 1:1 computers like a textbook

• We will require a 1:1 computer for all part-time Running Start students who take a class other than art, music or fitness

• We will offer a 1:1 computer, upon request, to any part-time Running Start student who is not taking a core academic class

• Computers will not be provided to full-time Running Start students
Ahead of Schedule

At least nine elementary schools will receive 1:1 computers in grades 4-6 this spring.

These schools will also receive 1 cart for every four K-3 classrooms.
Lenovo 300e

Lower cost option for elementary deployments

• Full 360 laptop/tablet
• Digital ink